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ABSTRACT

Rapid development of new products and required shrinkage of feature size as predicted by Gordon 
Moore in 1965 requires very intensive and efficient development of unit processes to support the 
semiconductor manufacturing roadmap.
Design  of  experiment  approach  is  able  to  save  time  and  resources  during  the  unit  process 
development,  when  proper  factors  and  responses  are  selected.  Some  responses  as  e.g.  critical 
dimension uniformity (CDU), cleaning efficiency or iso-dense bias are few examples of frequently 
optimized parameters, which require significant resources or lead to non significant model when 
treated inappropriately. In our presentation we will discuss some of these examples and show the 
options available. 
The trade off between quality of the model and invested effort in sense of runs, data evaluation and 
transformation can be avoided by selection of responses derived from above mentioned parameters 
by either restriction of the data splitting of the response into several responses with better model or 
use of parameters related to the response with more stable value. 

Flipping of the CDU footprint between convex and concave requires response surface method to 
describe the nonlinear relation between CDU and factors used. Alternative approach is introduction 
of sign to CDU to distinguish between concave and convex footprint and use of full factorial design 
instead. Number of runs needed for comparable model can be significantly reduced on this way. 
Blocking can be used as method for potential run saving when the appropriate process window is 
not known and possibly restricted by tool or material properties, which may lead to missing results 
as at some conditions. In such case it is advantageous to split experiment in blocks (RSM design 
into  full  factorial  DoE and star  points  9  plus  center  points,  full  factorial  design  into  two half 
factorial designs). Based on the result obtained from the first block, the design can be changed if 
needed, or experiment completed when experiment window is acceptable. This applies especially 
when completely new process needs to be set up or new tool introduced, where the right parameter  
space is not known.
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